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Abstract: The PIIGS crisis has been deep and resistant. To date there have not been clear signs of
consistent recovery from these economies, with the only exception being Ireland, that has
experimented with a longer lasting economic recovery process in recent times. The aim of this paper
is to discuss the PIIGS crisis in light of the European integration project. It is argued that this crisis
has resulted from two simultaneous processes: on the one hand, it has resulted from the growing
internal imbalances that occurred over the economic expansion period; on the other hand, it has
resulted from the rigidities imposed by the institutional arrangement of the European Monetary
Union. It has been concluded that the consistent economic recovery of these economies requires an
aggregate demand stimulus for these economies, a condition that requires the implementation of
countercyclical economic policies.
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1 Introduction
The European crisis began under the instability effects triggered by the global financial crisis
that arose in 2008. The growing trade and investment relations of the European Union, both from the
interregional and intraregional point of view, combined to broaden the transmission channels of the
crisis that originated in the American subprime market.
Particularly for the economies of the Eurozone, the effects of the crisis were enhanced by the
institutionality of a common currency, which hinders the region’s countries in carrying out
countercyclical economic policies. From the point of view of government debt, the most vulnerable
economies have been more adversely affected, namely Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, and Spain,
the so-called PIIGS3 countries.
In this sense, the article aims to analyse the PIIGS crisis in the context of the European
Monetary Union project, highlighting the economic theory that served and legitimised the constitution
of the Eurozone. It is affirmed that the restrictions imposed by the Eurozone institutions, in the context
of the high capital mobility prevalent in the region, resulted in structural problems in these economies,
those being: 1) the generation and growth of internal imbalances inside the group, during the period
of economic expansion (2000-2007), between the center and the periphery of the region; 2) the
deepening of the effects of the financial global crisis triggered in 2008, epicenter of the crisis being
the so-called PIIGS nations from 2010 onwards; and 3) the deepening of the crisis, due to
recommendations made by the European authorities.
Therefore, it is maintained that the Eurozone crisis, although resulting from the operating logic
of contemporary liberalised and deregulated markets, was deepened by the institutionality that
resulted from the constitution of the common currency bloc.
The paper is organised in to three sections, besides the introduction and the conclusion. At
first, we discuss the European integration process and the constitution of the Eurozone in 1999.
Secondly, we analyse the expansion period and the PIIGS crisis.
2 The European integration project and the structural problems in the Eurozone
This section discusses the main aspects of the European integration project, which culminated
in the creation of the euro area, highlighting the period before the PIIGS crisis
2.1 The European integration and the Euro

The acronym “PIGS” was originally used by the international press to designate the Southern Europe countries, i.e.,
Portugal, Italy, Greece, and Spain. The acronym pejoratively refers to “PIGS” and has been indicating, after the crisis in
Europe, that the low dynamism of this group of countries was due to irresponsible public policies. Thus, after the outbreak
of the crisis in Europe, Ireland was incorporated into this group of countries, in order to contemplate all those with
significant imbalances in public accounts.
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According to the conventional orthodox approach, motivations associated with regional
integration are related to economic efficiency gains arising from the disposal of commercial and
financial barriers in a particular region. It is understood that regional integration can result in several
benefits, such as: 1) the generation and expansion of scale economies; 2) better allocation of
resources; 3) increased productivity, inciting competition; and 4) an increase in the rate of economic
growth. Economic disparities among the member countries are not the obstacle in this approach, for
market mechanisms are sufficient to eliminate them. The liberalisation of markets, in turn, implies
the targeting of these resources for investments in undeveloped countries, with the subsequent
modernisation of productive structures, increasing productivity and reducing the differential per
capita income between countries of a given bloc (AMADO and MOLLO, 2004; ROBSON, 1998).
The several stages of the European integration project, with the formation of the European
Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951, the Treaty of Rome in 1957, and its amendment, in 1986,
with the Single European Act (SEA), contributed to the creation of a customs union in the late 1960s,
and to the formation of a common market in the early 1990s, aiming to obtain the indicated economic
gains.
However, between the immediate post-World War II period and the end of the 1960s, the
motivations for seeking economic efficiency were subjected to the maintenance of peace,
reconstruction of the economies, and political integration in the continent, prioritising the
expansionist and autonomous economic policies and the narrowing of the relations between France
and Germany. Certainly, war memories and the precarious situation of the continent at the beginning
of 1950s were determinant in this process. With the high rate of the world economy growth during
the 1950s and 1960s, particularly in Europe, associated with the international order of the Bretton
Woods system, the European integration process had progressed without significantly compromising
the autonomy and national objectives of its countries. It was possible, therefore, to develop the
integration process while maintaining the autonomy of the economic policy, which was aimed at
maintaining jobs and income, under the predominance of the Keynesian consensus (ARESTIS and
SAWYER, 1999; JUDT, 2008).
In the 1970s, greater distance from the horrors of war, economic instability, and stagflation,
along with the increased international competition between the USA, Japan, and Europe, all
contributed to an ideological inflection with in the continent, in the sense that liberalising policies
started to prevail, to the detriment of economic policies aimed towards internal goals. From the late
1970s and early 1980s, unlike the previous period, the main objective of the European regional
integration project has become the pursuit of economic efficiency at any cost, in line with the
conventional orthodox approach of regional integration. According to Helleiner (1994), the change
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to market-oriented policies was, in addition to the economic instability in the 1970s, a result of the
rise of pro-market intellectuals: the emergence of a coalition of interests of private financial
institutions, corporations, and official agencies to promote such ideals.
In addition, the Bretton Woods crisis and the consequent conformation of a new international
monetary and financial (dis)order, marked by floating exchange rates and high capital mobility, raised
difficulties for the compatibility between regional integration and the autonomy of member countries’
economic policies, due to the need of coordinating national economic policies between these
countries.
That became clear with the unsuccessful attempt to establish a monetary union in the early
1970s, through the Werner Report (1970). According to this report, the evolution of the economic
integration and the greater interconnection among the national economies of the European Economic
Community (EEC), within a context of changes in the international monetary system, generated a
situation in which economic imbalances of a country affected other members quicker and more
directly. The establishment of a monetary union thus implied the need for greater coordination
between economic policies, and the transfer of responsibilities from the national level to the
community level (ARESTIS and SAWYER, 1999; EICHENGREEN, 2007).
Aiming to deal with the exchange rate instability problem, in 1972 the “European currency
snake” was created4, but given the economic instability and the lack of consensus regarding the
conduction of market-oriented economic policies, especially regarding monetary policy, it failed in
organising the coordination of these policies in order to maintain exchange rate stability (BAKKER,
1996). There was a new attempt in 1979 with the European Monetary System (EMS), in order to fix
and restrict the fluctuation between currencies of the European Community, in addition to reducing
inflation rates, achieving success with these two goals throughout the 1980s (EICHENGREEN,
2000). During this period, the use of capital control was allowed so the coordination of economic
policies could achieve the objective of maintaining exchange rate stability and contributing to the
integration of markets in goods and services.
For the ideological inflection in the continent and to support the need for the coordination of
the bloc’s economic policies, the rise of the German leadership throughout the 1970s was crucial,
imposing changes toward the adoption of market-oriented economic policy and implementing it
solely and exclusively to keep the price index low and stable over time. For Bibow (2013), in
Exchange anchor collective system, according to which the European Economic Community’s countries, in addition to
Norway and Sweden, agreed to limit variations in their bilateral exchange rates originally at 4.5% (2.25% up and 2.25%
down), considering the other signatory countries of the agreement.
The “snake”, however, was unable to make the exchange rate stability at the regional level feasible, given the prevailing
turbulence (Eichengreen, 2000, p. 202-18).
4
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Germany, in the early 1980s, Keynesianism was officially banned, with fiscal austerity and orthodox
economic theories becoming unchallenged dogmas.
The reorientation of French economic policy in 1983, aligning to Germany in the coordination
of market-oriented economic policies, after the failure of the Mitterrand’s expansionist policy (198183), was extremely important to consolidate and disseminate the consensus regarding the use of
economic policies in the continent, contributing to the success of the EMS and to the advancement of
the monetary integration process. In this movement, the implementation of expansionist and unilateral
economic policies would no longer be possible, considering that one could have less autonomy
outside the EMS. At the same time that Germany managed to bring back its most important ally to
the integration process, the French experience was an example for other countries in the region
(BAKKER, 1996; EICHENGREEN, 2000; 2007; JUDT, 2008).
Having France as an ally , Germany started defending liberalisation and financial
deregulation, contributing to a change in the propositions from the European Commission. The latter,
indeed, after the troubled decade of 1970, started defending the liberal-conservative project, based on
the liberalisation and deregulation of markets, especially in the goods and services markets as well as
in the financial markets. For the European Commission, more coordination of the economic policies
would enable the evolution in this process, seeking the benefits of financial integration, with greater
allocative efficiency of resources (BAKKER, 1996; EICHENGREEN, 2007).
According to the European Commission, the EMS, the creation of an environment of
economic convergence and monetary stability, along with the establishment of the common market,
would be the foundation for the consolidation of the monetary union process. For this, it was
necessary to build an institutional apparatus to suppress the possibility of internal nominal exchange
rate variations in the bloc, as well as creating a single financial market. In 1988, at the European
Summit, the establishment of a committee to study and propose concrete stages that would lead to
economic and monetary union in the region was decided. The Delors Report was created in 1989, and
had great influence on the Maastricht Treaty of 1993. The latter, in turn, determined the format of the
European economic and monetary union process, resulting in the creation of the Eurozone in 1999 –
the countries group that started using the common currency, the Euro (ARESTIS and SAWYER,
1999; DELORS COMMITTEE, 1989). The conventional orthodox economic theory has,
undoubtedly, had great influence on this integration process, particularly regarding the monetary
union, understood as a crucial factor for the success of the project.
In this context, the theory of Optimum Currency Areas (OCA) was introduced in the
1970s.According to this theory, the lower degree of autonomy of the countries regarding economic
policy was a cost for joining a monetary union (CORDEN, 1972; ISHIYAMA, 1975). This became
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clear with the failure of economic policy coordination throughout that decade. Very important for the
inflection of this position was the guidance of the orthodox economic theory over the 1970s and
1980s, under the aegis of the rational expectations theory, being supply side oriented, and to the
importance of credibility and the adoption of rules for the economic policy (BERNANKE and
MISHKIN, 1997; KYDLAND and PRESCOTT, 1977).
This movement in macroeconomic theory resulted in so-called New Consensus
Macroeconomics (NCM), which advocates the adoption of an economic policy in which the single
goal of monetary policy is price stability, through an independent monetary policy, considering fiscal
policy subordinated to the first 5. Influenced by NCM, the New OCA (in the late 80s and 90s) started
conceiving the loss of autonomy of economic policies by adopting a common currency as a benefit
(DE GRAUWE, 2009; ROBSON, 1998; TAVLAS, 1993). The benefits pointed out both by the OCA
and the New OCA are based on potential gains in economic efficiency from the monetary union, in
addition to the greater scope of the use of the national currency, the elimination of speculative capital
flows, and the economy in foreign-exchange reserves.
Another important benefit of the monetary union pointed out by New OCA is regarding the
endogeneity criterion. In this perspective, we should not consider only the ex-ante situation, but also
the conditions that may be conquered ex-post, with changes in the expectations of agents throughout
the process of monetary union establishment (ALESINA, BARRO and TENREYRO, 2002; DE
GRAUWE and MONGELLI, 2005; FRANKEL and ROSE, 1997). This means to state that, through
this theoretical premise, the establishment of a monetary union would endogenously create conditions
for the convergence of variables necessary for its success.
The endogeneity criterion and the view that in an integrated region the international capital
flows would migrate from the most developed countries to the least developed ones were powerful
rhetorical instruments to establish a monetary union formed by heterogeneous countries, such as the
case of the Eurozone. The influence of this theoretical conception on the establishment of the single
currency was evident in the European Commission (1990), regarding the costs and benefits of joining
a monetary union, as well as in Issing et al. (2004) and Scheller (2006), in relation to the ideal way
of conducting the monetary policy by the European Central Bank (ECB).
2.2 The problems imposed by the institutionality of the common European currency
As analysed by the Werner Report (1970), three conditions would be required for the
establishment of a monetary union, namely: 1) total and irreversible conversion of currencies
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About NCM, see Arestis (2007), Goodfriend and King (1997), and Snowdon and Vane (2005).
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(monetary sphere); 2) full liberalisation of capital movements and financial market integration
(financial sphere); and 3) elimination of nominal exchange rate movements, irreversibly (exchange
rate sphere). The first had already been achieved and the second would be completed in the early
1990s, with the Single European Act (DELORS COMMITTEE, 1989).
The third condition would be achieved through a gradual transition to the common currency.
Throughout this transition period, according to the European authorities, both a convergence of
nominal variables (prices, budget deficit, public debt, and interest rates) among countries, and a
greater commitment to coordinate economic policies would be required, in a way to make monetary
union feasible.
Once the single currency had been adopted, the bloc’s monetary policy would be conducted
by the European Central Bank (ECB), the supranational institution independent of member countries,
strongly influenced by the structure of the Bundesbank and the NCM, with the single goal of ensuring
a low and stable inflation rate. That is, a single monetary policy for the bloc. The fiscal policies of
each of the Eurozone countries would be maintained under the responsibility of national authorities,
but subject to restrictive rules of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) and to the supranational
monetary policy.
It is noteworthy that the institutional restrictions resulting from this way of establishing the
Eurozone, especially regarding the limits imposed for the implementation of autonomous and
countercyclical economic policies, in addition to the logic of liberalised and deregulated financial
markets, were determinant for the creation of the conditions, the severity, and the extension of the
Eurozone crisis, especially in PIIGS. Such restrictions has allowed the evolution of internal
imbalances within the bloc, between center and periphery, concerning private debt, external position,
and internal demand.
Therefore, there was a significant reduction in the degree of autonomy of national economic
policies within the monetary union. As Oliveira, Deos and Wolf (2012) discuss, the form that this
process assumed radically restricted the ability of countercyclical economic policies on the part of
the member countries, due to the lack of a fiscal institutionality to do so. In addition, euro
institutionality has created difficulties for National States of the bloc to handle financial crises
because of the lack of monetary sovereignty, due to the inability of the State to issue its own currency.
That is, the State is unable to issue the currency capable of liquidating its debts. Hence, according to
Toporowski (2013, p. 572), “The Eurozone has a central bank without a government, governments
without central banks and banks without an effective lender of last resort”.
In fact, when restricting its actions according to the conventional orthodox theory, as well as
legitimising them based on it, Germany has forged a bloc in which joint interests of the countries
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were not considered; such countries would be guided by a common policy, which would fatally cause
problems in times of crisis, especially for the European peripheral countries and/or those with more
vulnerability within public finances (AGLIETTA, 2013).
According to the official doctrine inherent in the formation of the Eurozone, once the nominal
convergence is performed, the financial integration would create an efficient economic area,
contributing to increase investments and to the diversify the productive structure of the least
developed countries, followed by increased productivity. All these transformations, together, would
enable the real convergence of the periphery of the region in relation to the developed countries. This
would raise competitiveness and would provide accelerated growth in less developed economies
(AGLIETTA, 2013).
A point to be highlighted is that this nominal convergence has enabled a fragile real
convergence, highly susceptible to instability and crises. In practice, what we observed was a huge
inflow of capital only during the expansion period (2000-2007), from the center to the periphery,
predominantly directed to the non-exporters sector, such as services and construction, especially in
the case of Spain and Ireland. This strongly stimulated consumption, resulting in increased private
debt. When the crisis occurred, an intense reversal of the incipient process of income convergence
verified during the favourable period was observed (AGLIETTA, 2012; 2013; OLIVEIRA, DEOS
and WOLF, 2014).
Regarding the issue of the endogeneity criterion of the New OCA, reality showed a dynamic
towards the opposite direction. Indeed, in the first decade of the existence of the Eurozone, contrary
to what was predicted by European authorities, an increase of the heterogeneity of the production
structures of the bloc countries was observed, in addition to a sectoral specialisation. As stated by
Priewe (2012), divergences and not convergences have been endogenously processed. This is mainly
because: 1) unit costs of work and different inflation rates, creating imbalances in wage costs between
the countries, which had relevant effects in terms of competitiveness and productivity differentials of
member countries (ARESTIS and SAWYER, 2011; BIBOW, 2012; FLASSBECK and
LAPAVITSAS, 2013; BRESSER-PEREIRA and ROSSI, 2015); 2) polarisation of productive
structures, with increased industrial development and diversification in center countries and
regression and specialisation in PIIGS (DULLIEN, 2010; MIRANDA, 2014); and 3) the adoption of
a single monetary policy for the Eurozone, considering the existence of inflation rate differentials.
This resulted in different real interest rates, affecting central and peripheral economies in a restrictive
and expansionary way, respectively, regarding the components of internal demand (TOPOROWSKI,
2013). These factors made the process of real convergence of bloc economies vulnerable to setbacks,
and allowed the evolution of internal imbalances in the region.
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3 Expansion and crisis in the Eurozone
This section aims to analyse the dynamics of the economic expansion (2000-2007) and the
Eurozone crisis (2007-2013) periods, considering the elements discussed in the previous section.
Initially we discuss the evolution of imbalances in the Eurozone between the central and peripheral
region during the expansion period, and the characteristics of the adjustment process after the
outbreak of the global financial crisis in 2008. In addition, the section highlights the difficulties for
recovering growth in the region, both because of the regional dynamics and the restrictions on the use
of autonomous countercyclical economic policies due to the restrictions imposed by the euro
institutionality. Finally, we analyse the vision of Eurozone authorities on the determinants of the crisis
and recommendations for its overcoming.
3.1 The differentiated dynamics between PIIGS and Germany

When analysing the existence of financialised capitalism, Hein (2012) envisions three
possibilities for the dynamics of the Eurozone economies over expansion periods, namely: 1) debtled consumption boom, in which the growth of aggregate demand occurs by increasing the debt
toward consumption and a relative stagnation of investment, which would be the case of Ireland,
Greece, and Spain; 2) export-led mercantilism, in which the advance of exports are essential to the
performance of the economy, reflecting the dynamics of the German economy; and 3) domestic
demand-led, in which the dynamism of the economy is led by domestic demand, but without the
strong evolution of the debt of households towards finance consumption, as in the case of Portugal
and Italy. For the author, the different behaviour of growth strategies between PIIGS and Germany,
with the first focusing on consumption and the latter based on exports, contrary to what the Lisbon
Strategy advocated, is essential to the evolution of imbalances regarding economic growth, private
debt, and external position of economies.
The economic expansion period in the Eurozone, until mid-2007, was marked both by a strong
international liquidity and by low interest rates in PIIGS, due to the convergence process between
long-term interest rates verified between the economies of the region (OLIVEIRA, DEOS and
WOLF, 2012).
Table 1 shows the GDP components of PIIGS and Germany, highlighting the different
performancesof the countries over the expansion period. We may verify a strong dynamism of the
GDPs of Spain, Ireland, and Greece, largely conditioned by internal demand. Therefore, it was a
dynamics of growth of debt-led consumption boom type, considering that the taxonomy proposed by
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Hein (2012), with growth being pulled by the expansion of household, government, and investment
(gross capital formation) expenditures 6, which were enhanced by the increase in private debt.
Table 1: Real growth rate of GDP components (in percentage), selected countries of the Eurozone
(2000-2007)
GDP Components
Internal demand
Households’
consumption
Government’s
consumption
Gross Capital
Formation
Export of goods and
services
Import of goods and
services
GDP

Germany

Spain

Portugal

Italy

Greece

Ireland

Eurozone

3

35

7

9

36

46

13

4

27

11

7

32

41

11

4

42

15

9

36

45

14

2

49

−7

16

47

62

17

64

31

38

24

32

49

40

40

57

25

28

44

48

37

10

28

9

8

32

40

14

Source: Eurostat. Elaborated by the authors.

While the GDP growth of Spain, Greece, and Ireland was much higher than the Eurozone
average between 2000 and 2007, Germany’s was below the average of the bloc, with low dynamism
of GDP internal determinants and highlighting the expansion of exports, with the external sector being
predominantly responsible for German GDP growth. This had strong implications for the evolution
of internal imbalances of the bloc. Regarding Portugal and Italy, the low dynamism of their GDP is
highlighted, but with the dynamics of internal demand a little higher than in Germany.
With the global financial crisis triggered in 2008 and the crisis of sovereign public debt of
PIIGS in 2009, there was a pronounced decline of international liquidity, a reversal of capital flows
(which, before, flowed from the center to PIIGS), and the end of the perception that the risks of
sovereign public debts of different economies of the Eurozone were similar. This had strong negative
impacts on the economic growth, as we can observe in Graph 1 and Table 2.

Graph 1 – GDP annual percentage variation: PIIGS and Germany (2000-2015)

6

In the case of Ireland and Spain, in spite of growth rates of fixed gross capital formation, these investments are mainly
concentrated on the service sector, more specifically on the construction sector, and not on productive investment. The
very evolution of the construction sector was essential, with the importance of the appreciation of real estate prices and
the wealth effect to stimulate consumption and the economy.
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(106,8%)*
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(109,6%)*

(91,7%)*
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(94,5%)*
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* GDP of 2014 in relation to GDP of 2007
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-10

Source: IMF. Elaborated by the authors. Note: for the year 2015, IMF projection.

Table 2 – Average growth rate of GDP components (in percentage), selected countries of the
Eurozone (2007-2016)
GDP Components
Households´ consumption
Government´s consumption
Gross capital formation
Exports of goods and
services
Imports of goods and
services
GDP

Germany

Ireland

Greece

Spain

Italy

Portugal

Eurozone

10
20
-1

1
-1
59

-22
-25
-70

-5
7
-28

-5
-2
-29

-2
-6
-33

5
11
-10

28

82

-1

25

6

34

29

31

63

-33

-12

-3

12

24

9

34

-26

-1

-7

-4

5

Source: Eurostat. Elaborated by the authors.

For Spain, Greece, and Ireland, with economic growth marked by the deepening the private
debt over the expansion period – andalso for Portugal and Italy –, there was a strong GDP retraction
in 2009. Thereafter, the GDP variation of these economies continued showing negative variations or
started growing very little, with the exception of Ireland in the most recent period, from 2013
onwards, due to the dynamism of tradable sectors7. In Greece, surely the most extreme case of the
PIIGS crisis, the 2016 GDP was still far below the 2007 GDP level. Among the other economies of
PIIGS, in 2016, only Ireland had a GDP higher than that verified in 2007. As shown in Table 2, only
About Ireland’s economic recovery in the recent period and the importance of the tradable sector in this process, see
Fitzgerald (2014).
7
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Germany and Ireland showed a positive variation of GDP between 2007 and 2016. Excluding Ireland,
the PIIGS had a significant contraction in the gross capital formation.
The point to be highlighted is the economic performance differential between PIIGS and
Germany during the period of expansion, and the difficulties for the recovery of GDP – except for
Ireland – growth from the outbreak of the crisis. An essential factor to enable this dynamic in the
expansion period, one of the results of the structural problems discussed in the previous section, was
the significant increase in the debt of the private sector in PIIGS to stimulate internal demand. Surely
this movement was accompanied by a gradual weakening process of the financial structure of these
economies, making it explicit regarding the reversal of optimistic expectations, and it can be
considered a typically Minskyan phenomenon8.
Graph 2 presents the consolidated debt of the private sector in relation to GDP, for the cases
of the PIIGS countries and Germany, between 2001 and 2015. We may observe that between 2001
and 2007 this indicator increased 82 percentage points (p.p.) in Spain, 42 p.p. in Greece, and 58,7
p.p. in Ireland. This indicator continued increasing, although in a rather inferior pace than the rate
verified in the immediately preceding period, between 2008 and 2009 in Portugal, Spain, and Italy,
on one hand, and between 2008 and 2012 in Greece and Ireland, on the other. In Germany, there has
been a clear trend of decline of private debt in relation to GDP between the beginning and the end of
the period considered, highlighting the importance of the external sector for the country and the low
relevance of internal demand.
In PIIGS, the evolution of debt of households, as a percentage of net disposable income,
between 2002 and 2012, makes clear the difficulty of recovering economic growth as pulled by
household consumption. Graph 3 shows that since 2007 the efforts to decline household debt have
not achieved good results, highlighting the cost in economic terms of giving up internal demand as a
driver of GDP, following the deflationary recommendations of European authorities. The rise in
unemployment and the subsequent wage compression combine to hinder a consistent process of
reducing the debts of households in relation to the available net wage.

8
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Graph 2 – Private sector debt* consolidated in relation to GDP: PIIGS and Germany (2001-2015)
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Germany
Source: Eurostat. Elaborated by the authors. Note: * Households, non-profit companies serving the households, and nonfinancial corporations.

Graph 3 – Debt of households, as a percentage of net disposable income, PIIGS (2002-2014)
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Source: OECD Factbook 2015-2016.

Over the expansion period, the fast pace of the GDP growth of PIIGS, enhanced by the
significant increase in private debt; the low dynamism of internal demand of the German economy
and its growth strategy largely based on increased exports; the regressive specialisation of the
productive structure of PIIGS; and the initial deficit position in the current account of the balance of
payments of those countries at the time of the Eurozone establishment, in 1999, resulted in a dynamic
of external vulnerability intensification of PIIGS, as shown in Graph 4. Although the structural
problems have been hidden over the economic expansion period, due to the behaviour of international
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capital flows, with the reversal of these flows the fragilities of the euro’s architecture became explicit
(BELLUZZO, 2013; GUTTMAN and PLIHON, 2010).
Graph 4 – Net profit on a current account (% of GDP): PIIGS and Germany (2001-2016)
14
9

4
-1
-6
-11
-16

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Portugal
Spain

Source: Eurostat. Elaborated by the authors.

Regarding the position of the current account of the balance of payments, Graph 4 allows
verifying two behaviour patterns. On one hand, Germany, with the accumulation of surpluses
throughout the expansion period, maintaining this position after the crisis. On the other hand, the
PIIGS countries that had growth dynamics pulled by internal demand, stimulating imports, showed a
strong deterioration in the position in the current account over the expansion period. After the 2008
crisis, before the significant deflationary adjustment, there was a trend of improving the position in
the current account of PIIGS, but remaining negative until 2013 for most of them. It should be pointed
out, however, that by following the recommendations of the European authorities, this improvement
in the case of PIIGS has occurred through recessive adjustment, a condition that contributed to the
stagnation of internal determinants of the economic growth and to the unfeasibility of the
implementation of countercyclical policies.
Hence, there is no evidence for recovering autonomous expenditures or those of private
consumption in PIIGS. European authorities believe that this deflationary process may create
conditions for the development of the exports of these countries, stimulating the economies, using
Germany’s case as an example to be followed. However, this strategy makes the recovery of the
economic growth of these economies unfeasible and ends up, therefore, increasing unemployment
and deepening the social crisis even more.
Graph 5 presents the investment net external position of PIIGS and Germany. There is a clear
trend of a relevant increase in the net external liability of Spain, Greece, and Portugal, between 2001
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and 2016. These economies have received a lot more foreign investment than they have made, in the
form of foreign direct investment, bank loans, and portfolio investments. Such inflows were also
required to equalise the external accounts of these economies, before their high deficits in the current
account, as previously mentioned. In the case of Ireland, there was a significant increase in net
external liability in 2008, with the deterioration process of net international position since then. The
banking crisis and the worsening of financing conditions induced a significant reduction in the
portfolio investments held by Irish people abroad, which, along with the GDP contraction, explains
the strong increase in the country’s net external liability between 2007 and 2008. In Italy, the indicator
had a certain worsening over the period considered, but nothing comparable with the rest of PIIGS,
in level terms. In the case of Germany, on the other hand, there has been an improvement in the net
external position of investment throughout the period, enhancing the existing asymmetry in relation
to PIIGS.
Graph 5 – Net external position of investment (% of GDP): PIIGS and Germany (2001-2016)
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Source: Eurostat. Elaborated by the authors.

The difficulty in recovering the economic growth of PIIGS can be ratified by the net financial
position of the sectors of the economies, as we may observe in Table 3. The net financial position of
a given sector is the difference between financial assets and financial liabilities of this same sector.
The net position of the four sectors of the economy, namely, household (H), government (G), rest of
the world (RW), and non-financial corporations (NFC), highlight an issue little discussed by orthodox
economic theory and Eurozone authorities. This decomposition shows that, in the aggregate, the
counterpart of the increase in the net asset of a given sector corresponds to the increase in the net
liability, or to the decrease in net asset of other sector(s). With the reversal of capital flows, from
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2007 and, mainly, 2008, a significant worsening of net financial position of households in PIIGS was
verified, although they still remained with a surplus. In Germany, on the other hand, households
presented improvement in their net financial position. In addition, the worsening of the net position
of the government, although still occurring in PIIGS, goes against the determinations of the European
authorities regarding the fiscal austerity. With the crisis, the rest of the world became the main
counterpart in the decrease in the net financial position of households and the deterioration of the
position of governments, in the case of PIIGS. Thus, the net financial position by sector presented in
Table 3 shows the asymmetrically adjustment between sectors, in a comparison between PIIGS and
Germany. In Germany, as shows the Table 3, the net financial position of the public sector increased
less relatively to PIIGS, with the counterpart of the private adjustment having strongly involved the
rest of the world, differently of the PIIGS.
Table 3 – Net financial position per sector – PIIGS and Germany (2000 – 2015)– in € billions
Sector
2000

2007

2010

2015

2000

SPAIN

2007

2010

2015

GREECE

H

697

950

789

1.280

194

218

110

137

G
RW
NFC

-284
265
-693

-188
854
-1.623

-427
933
-1.446

-879
981
-1.359

-138
62
-105

-189
249
-211

-209
230
-125

-260
239
-152

2.749
-1.622
405
-1.869

3.200
-2.177
517
-1.993

PORTUGAL
H
G
RW
NFC

129
-54
73
-141

172
-97
163
-243

176
-128
201
-241

ITALY
211
-196
213
-233

2.546
-1.259
83
-1.254

IRELAND

3.130
-1.430
450
-2.083

GERMANY

H
G

121
-14

104
0

114
-80

203
-152

2.075
-764

2.859
-1.044

3.012
-1.267

3.865
-1.296

RW
NFC

20
-119

62
-187

191
-216

531
-530

-57
-1.047

57
-1.678

-313
-1.569

-1.182
-1.696

Net financial position = Financial assets - financial liabilities.
Source: Eurostat. Elaborated by the authors.

Therefore, the adjustment dynamic of PIIGS shows the fallacy of the composition, to the
extent that the search for debt reduction on the part of all sectors, including the government, combines
to make deflationary adjustment inevitable. Moreover, by failing to act as regional hegemonic center,
Germany hinders the recovery of more fragile economies in the Eurozone (OLIVEIRA, DEOS and
WOLF, 2012). According to Oliveira and Wolf (2017, p.160): “In order to avoid the deflationary
adjustment, an intense cooperation system among superavit and deficit countries of the region, led
by a hegemonic center [Germany] that is able to assume the functions of purchaser and lender of last
resort, would be required.”
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3.2 Overcoming the crisis

We can say that the form of operation of European authorities during the Eurozone crisis is
closely related to their vision regarding the determinants of this process. Based on theoretical
orthodoxical assumptions, European authorities, under German leadership, pointed to the “fiscal
irresponsibility” of PIIGS and the lack of competitiveness as the fundamental causes of the crisis,
defending the adoption of austerity and the deepening of structural reforms (that is, flexibility in
labour markets and health systems, pensions, social security, and education) as necessary actions to
recovery and economic growth (BELLUZZO, 2013). This becomes evident in Schäuble (2011),
Finance Minister of Germany in the period, as well as in the various documents of the European
Commission and the European Council.
In addition, according to Aglietta (2013), this diagnosis of the causes of the crisis, on the part
of European authorities, allowed Germany to exempt itself from responsibility regarding its
fundamental contribution to the imbalances created in the Eurozone, especially concerning the
external accounts of the countries of the region.
Thus, Germany does not play the expected role of the hegemonic country of the bloc during
crises, i.e., to act as anticyclical economy to the other member countries (OLIVEIRA and WOLF,
2014; 2017). Instead, the dynamics of its economy and the proposals of European authorities have
not contributed to the growth and recovery in PIIGS (and in the Eurozone as a whole), but, indeed,
inducing the dual effect of the decline of public expenditures and private demand, with the imposition
of deflationary adjustment for countries in crisis (BELLUZZO, 2013). The bailouts granted by Troika
to PIIGS have involved strict conditionalities in terms of austerity policies and “structural reforms”,
emphasising this deflationary dynamic and hindering the economic recovery process.
As we can observe in Graph 6, the thesis that the crisis of all the PIIGS countries resulted from
“fiscal irresponsibility” is not supported. In the economic expansion period, between 2000-2007, the
performance of Spain and Ireland is highlighted, since the countries showed a decrease in the general
government gross debt in relation to GDP. It was from the global financial crisis triggered in 2008,
with the decline of economic growth (a decrease in public revenues) and countercyclical policies and
aid policies to the financial system (an increase in public expenditures), that a significant deterioration
of the government finances of those countries was verified, even if with different intensities
(OLIVEIRA, DEOS and WOLF, 2012). Hence, the strong fiscal deterioration observed after the crisis
should be understood as a consequence, not the cause of the crisis. By 2016, only Ireland has been
successful in a consistent reduction of the general government gross debt, highlighting the difficulties
of this process for the other countries.
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Graph 6 – General government gross debt (Maastricht criterion), % of GDP - PIIGS (2001-2016)
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Fonte: Eurostat.

4 Concluding remarks
The economic crisis in the Eurozone resulted from growing internal imbalances that occurred
in the region over the economic expansion period, particularly between the central member countries,
with emphasis on Germany, and the peripheral countries of the region, namely the PIIGS.
Undeniably, it was potentialized by the way the Eurozone was established, under the restrictions
imposed by the institutionality of the common currency on internal economic policies. As was
analysed in this paper, the characteristics of the integration process and the influence of orthodox
economic theories were very important for this conformation.
The conviction, on the part of European authorities that the formation of the monetary union
– according to the models proposed by the conventional orthodox theory – would be sufficient to
provide the virtuous cycle proposed by the Lisbon Strategy generated internal imbalances to the
region that were neglected during the favourable period. As soon as the reversal of the general state
of expectations occurred, these imbalances became explicit.
Since then, the idea of accomplishing a monetary union based on orthodoxical theoretical
assumptions focusing on liberalisation and financial deregulation, the single monetary policy,
restrictions on national fiscal policies, the possibility of including heterogeneous countries in a bloc
with the same currency, and the conceptions of real convergence of economies that are closer to
wishful thinking than scientific arguments (such as the endogeneity criterion of New OCA) have
come to be questioned in several academic and political circles, inside and outside of Europe.
However, European authorities, led by Germany, as well as much of the economic orthodoxy,
insist on pointing out the causes of the crisis in the Eurozone, with its epicenter in PIIGS, as the result
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of “fiscal irresponsibility” and the lack of competitiveness on the part of these countries. When
putting itself as an example of success to be followed, and not as one of those responsible for the
crisis in the bloc, Germany creates a double setback for overcoming the crisis. On one hand, it requires
countries in crisis to follow its example, seeking increased external competitiveness, in search of
external markets, but via deflationary adjustment, with stagnation of GDP internal determinants. On
the other hand, by not admitting its active participation to the conformation of the crisis, the country
does not see the need to cooperate, along with PIIGS, in order to overcome internal imbalances that
were created. It is worth mentioning that the favourable economic performance of German exports
over the expansion period was significantly influenced by the structure created by the Eurozone, with
a strong increase in its exports to the countries of the region, with an emphasis on PIIGS. When
requiring these countries to follow its example, it is necessary to find other external markets to absorb
its exports, which reinforces the deflationary adjustment, because besides the context of low global
growth and recession on the continent Mediterranean countries have each other and Germany itself
as the greatest trading partners.
Overcoming the crisis, in fact, imposes the need for a source of stimulus to the aggregate
demand of PIIGS. With the impossibility of the performance of an autonomous expansionary fiscal
policy and with the reticence of international financial markets to finance these economies, the
prospects for the consistent recovery of economic growth are still very unencouraging, specially due
to the impossibility of implementing countercyclical economic policies, as well as on account of the
economic policies recommended by European authorities under German leadership.
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